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Abstract
In the current investigation, application of anti–cancer Nano drugs particles (ACNDP) to NMR characterization of viral gum cancer cell membrane DNA/RNA 
interactions for extracting DNA/RNA dynamics information from overlapped NMR signals using relaxation dispersion difference NMR spectroscopy are studied. 
NMR spectroscopy can also give an objective and reliable decision about malignancy and early malignant stages of anti–cancer Nano drugs particles (ACNDP) to 
NMR characterization of viral gum cancer cell membrane DNA/RNA interactions for extracting DNA/RNA dynamics information from overlapped NMR signals 
using relaxation dispersion difference NMR spectroscopy. This technique could help medical professionals in assessing with a clinically relevant specificity and 
sensitivity the location for most representative biopsies.
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Introduction
To address the progress of the companies that are developing/ have 

developed commercial anti–cancer Nano drugs particles (ACNDP) 
to NMR characterization of viral gum cancer cell membrane DNA/
RNA interactions for extracting DNA/RNA dynamics information 
from overlapped NMR signals using relaxation dispersion difference 
NMR spectroscopy oncological applications towards implementation 
in the clinics, we have contacted leading companies in anti–cancer 
Nano drugs particles (ACNDP) to NMR characterization of viral 
gum cancer cell membrane DNA/RNA interactions for extracting 
DNA/RNA dynamics information from overlapped NMR signals 
using relaxation dispersion difference NMR spectroscopy to collect 
information [1-10]. 

Results and discussion
Prior to the development of technological tools aiming to improve 

diagnosis and/or treatment of gum cancer, it is important to define the 
actual clinical needs, because various clinical problems have different 
needs and solutions. Currently, two main oncological clinical needs, 
which could be fulfilled by application of anti–cancer Nano drugs 
particles (ACNDP) to NMR characterization of viral gum cancer cell 
membrane DNA/RNA interactions for extracting DNA/RNA dynamics 
information from overlapped NMR signals using relaxation dispersion 
difference NMR spectroscopy, have been identified: (A) diagnostic 
tools for biopsy guidance for early diagnosis of (pre–) malignant, and 
(B) tools for surgery guidance, which can be used for intra–operative 

assessment of resection margins to achieve adequate tumor resection 
(Figure 1).

Conclusion
Anti–cancer Nano drugs particles (ACNDP) to NMR 

characterization of viral gum cancer cell membrane DNA/RNA 
interactions for extracting DNA/RNA dynamics information from 
overlapped NMR signals using relaxation dispersion difference 
NMR spectroscopy has been explored for oncological applications in 
numerous studies, employing various types of measurement systems, 
and targeting various types of gum cancers. This section also provides 
a review of the use of anti–cancer Nano drugs particles (ACNDP) to 
NMR characterization of viral gum cancer cell membrane DNA/RNA 
interactions for extracting DNA/RNA dynamics information from 
overlapped NMR signals using relaxation dispersion difference NMR 
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Figure 1. Anti–cancer Nano drugs particles (ACNDP) to NMR characterization of viral 
gum cancer cell membrane DNA/RNA interactions for extracting DNA/RNA dynamics 
information from overlapped NMR signals using relaxation dispersion difference NMR 
spectroscopy

spectroscopy ex vivo and in vivo for early diagnosis, biopsy guidance 
and surgery guidance of different types of gum cancer. Based on 
the search terms, 42 research papers on oncological applications of 
anti–cancer Nano drugs particles (ACNDP) to NMR characterization 
of viral gum cancer cell membrane DNA/RNA interactions for 
extracting DNA/RNA dynamics information from overlapped NMR 
signals using relaxation dispersion difference NMR spectroscopy 
were included. 
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